INTRODUCTION
============

A large body of evidence supports that visual attention -- the cognitive process of selectively concentrating on a salient or task-relevant subset of visual information -- often works on object-based representation (see [@B27]; [@B31]; [@B44]; [@B24] for reviews). Psychophysical studies using the two-rectangle method introduced by [@B10] have provided clear evidence for object-based attention ([@B10]; [@B23]; [@B2]; [@B33], [@B34]; [@B25]; [@B32]; [@B6]; [@B29]). The studies demonstrated that, when spatial attention is directed to a location within an object (referred to as an "attended object"), the other locations within the attended object obtain object-specific attentional advantage over the other objects and locations in a scene.

Recent studies have postulated two possible accounts for the object-specific attentional advantage ([@B33]). One account is *attentional spreading*, according to which spatial attention automatically spreads throughout an attended object ([@B6]; [@B29]). Hence, object boundaries determine the region of attentional spreading, which facilitates bottom-up sensory processes for visual stimuli presented within the attended object relative to stimuli presented at other locations. The other account is *attentional prioritization*, according to which visual stimuli at different locations in the visual field are attentionally prioritized depending on whether or not the stimuli are inside an attended object: stimuli within the attended object are automatically assigned higher attentional priority (without the spreading of spatial attention) than those within unattended objects or at unattended locations ([@B2]; [@B33], [@B34]). Hence, object boundaries constrain the allocation of attentional priority, which determines the order of spatially attentional shifts that are top-down covert orienting of an attentional focus toward particular stimuli or locations. Thus, the accounts of attentional spreading and attentional prioritization assume the effect of object representation on different levels of attentional processes: bottom-up sensory enhancement and top-down attentional shifts, respectively.

It is still unclear which account can explain the object-specific attentional advantage because the evidence reported so far supports both ([@B33], [@B34]; [@B6]; [@B29]). To further clarify this, we examined the influence of the object-specific advantage on two types of visual search: parallel search and serial search ([@B39]; [@B9]; [@B41]). In the literature on visual search, the parallel search is regarded as a bottom-up attentional selection process to select salient stimuli (e.g., a red stimulus surrounded by green stimuli); the selection process is referred to as "pop-out." Alternatively, the serial search is regarded as an attentional selection process when a bottom-up signal occurs but is not enough to guide the selection, and requires shifts of focused attention by a top-down control. We conducted a psychophysical experiment consisting of two visual search tasks that required either parallel or serial search. In the parallel and serial search tasks, search targets and distractors were presented within two segregated objects. If the attentional spreading account were correct, reaction times (RTs) would be shorter for targets located within the attended object than for targets within the unattended object (i.e., the object-specific attentional advantage) in both of the parallel and serial search tasks since attentional spreading throughout the attended object enhances the bottom-up sensory signal of a target which subsequently appears within the object ([@B17]; [@B28]); even for a pop-out target in parallel search, the enhancement of the sensory signal induced by a pop-out target can strengthen the pop-out effect and facilitate the process of bottom-up attentional selection. If the attentional prioritization account were correct, the object-specific attentional advantage would be observed only in the serial search task since attentional prioritization modulates the shifts of focused attention during serial search but not the pop-out effect during parallel search. In the present study, we tested these two alternative predictions by assessing behavioral data during the parallel and serial search tasks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s1}
=====================

BEHAVIORAL TASKS
----------------

We conducted two different types of visual search tasks: a parallel search task and a serial search task (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). In each trial, participants were required to search for a target among four line-shaped stimuli (one target and three distractors) presented after the appearance of the target sample. In the parallel search task, the target had an orthogonal orientation and color opposite to the identical distractors so that the target stimulus would pop out ([@B39]; [@B42]). In the serial search task, however, the target slightly differed from the distractors in either orientation or color. Since the target was not the most salient stimulus in the array and had to be sought using only its remembered appearance, serial attentional search was needed ([@B4], [@B5]). A large body of evidence support that the two types of stimulus configuration in our tasks would induce the participants to make parallel and serial search separately ([@B39]; [@B9]; [@B41]; [@B42]). In fact, the task design analogous to ours was applied by previous primate studies in which monkeys exhibited clearly distinct behavior of parallel and serial search ([@B4], [@B5]).

![**Visual stimuli and behavioral tasks**. Tasks consisted of two types: parallel search task (upper) and serial search task (lower). In both task types, observers searched for a target among a stimulus array including four line-shaped stimuli after appearance of the target sample. The target stimulus was distinguished from distractors by color and orientation in the parallel search task but by either color or orientation in the serial search task. In the course of each task trial, task-irrelevant closure objects appeared separately (rectangle condition) or connectedly (cross condition) in the background. For illustration purposes, the stimulus colors were modified from the actual colors used in our experiments.](fnhum-08-00090-g001){#F1}

Each trial began with a 500-ms presentation of a white fixation point (0.2° × 0.2°; luminance 20 Cd/m^2^) in the center of a black background (luminance 0.13 Cd/m^2^). The participants were required to maintain their fixation throughout the trial. The sample of a target to be searched for (length 2°; width 0.2°) was then presented for 1,000 ms, centered on the fixation point, followed by a 500-ms memory delay. Task-irrelevant objects were displayed from the beginning of the delay period until the end of the trial. Following the delay period, an array composed of four search stimuli (length 2°; width 0.2°) positioned 4° vertically or horizontally from the fixation point was presented. The target feature was randomly chosen from nine combinations of three colors (--30°, 0°, or 30° in the hue circle) and three orientations (105°, 135°, or 165° from the vertical meridian) so that each combination was selected at equal frequency through all the trials. In the parallel search task, the distractors were all identical, differing from the target by orientation of 90° and colored as the opposite color of the target color. In the serial search task, the distractors differed independently from the target by either color (30° in the hue circle) or orientation (30°). The difference in color and orientation between the target and the distractors was the same as the difference between targets on different trials. This allowed a target on one trial to be a distractor on the next trial. The position of the target among the four stimulus positions was randomly chosen so that each position was selected at equal frequency through all the trials. The participants then had to report which object was the target by pressing one of four buttons arranged in a square as in the stimulus on a hand-held game pad as quickly as possible. When a button was pressed, or when the elapsed time from the array onset exceeded 1,500 ms without any responses, all the stimuli disappeared, followed by a 1,000-ms interval in which literal feedback was shown in the center of the background.

In each trial, task-irrelevant objects encompassing the four search stimuli were also presented (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). There were two conditions in both tasks: a rectangle condition and cross condition. A previous study found the object-specific advantage even when orthogonally overlapping rectangles were displayed ([@B33]). In the rectangle condition, the objects were composed of three gray-filled rectangles: one long rectangle (12° × 4°; luminance 20 Cd/m^2^) and two small (4° × 4°; luminance 20 Cd/m^2^) rectangles separated by a gap (0.2°), which looked like two long orthogonally overlapping rectangles. In the cross condition, the object was a unitary cross formed by two orthogonally overlapped rectangles (12° × 4°; luminance 20 Cd/m^2^) without a gap, and thus an object-specific advantage was not expected to be observed, since all the line-shaped stimuli were within the same object. The gray rectangles were not mentioned in the instruction to participants, since the object-specific advantage is defined as an attentional effect caused by implicit attention to background objects ([@B31]).

In the rectangle condition, only the rectangle containing the fixation point was expected to receive the object-specific advantage for the following reasons. First, the presentation of a sample stimulus within the rectangle could draw an attentional focus into the location of the stimulus centered on the fixation point. Second, directing spatial attention to a location within the rectangle ("attended rectangle") could induce the attentional advantage at other locations within the rectangle irrespective of the task requirement to attend to the rectangle itself (e.g., [@B10]; [@B23]; [@B1]; [@B34]). Third, the sustained fixation during the delay period could leave spatial attention at the location around the fixation point (i.e., within the rectangle) until search-array presentation. Of course, the 500-ms interval of the delay period might allow participants to shift spatial attention toward the other locations. However, keeping the attentional focus at the fixation point was beneficial for participants to accomplish visual search efficiently, because the target in the search array was randomly presented with equal probability at one of four locations positioned at the equal distance from the fixation point; in addition, participants could know this well through the preceding practice blocks. Thus, we assumed that spatial attention continued to be allocated to the location around the fixation point until search-array presentation and is sufficient to induce the object-specific advantage at all target locations within the attended rectangle containing the fixation point. Note that both accounts of attentional spreading and attentional prioritization are reconciled with this assumption although they make different predictions for the effect of object-specific advantage on stimulus selection in parallel and serial search.

Each participant was seated in a chair placed 60 cm in front of a monitor, and completed six practice blocks of 18 trials and 18 experimental blocks of 18 trials, and each was assigned to either parallel or serial search task.

PARTICIPANTS
------------

Twenty-four students (seven females and 17 males; 23--29 years old) participated in a single 1-h session. Half were assigned only to the parallel search task, and the other half were assigned only to the serial search task. All participants provided informed consent and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Nara Institute of Science and Technology. One student assigned to the serial search task was excluded from our analysis because he reported his dyschromatopsia after the experiment. The others all reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and color vision.

DATA ANALYSIS
-------------

One participant assigned to the serial search task was removed from further analysis because his mean accuracy was 2 SD smaller than the mean accuracy across all the participants. Moreover, we analyzed the RTs, of all the participants for the button press, which were within the correct range of 200--1,500 ms.

We assessed the object-specific attentional advantage in each task by comparing object-based modulations to the target between the cases where the target was presented within an attended rectangle and an unattended one; statistical comparisons were performed using a paired *t*-test (*p* \< 0.05) with an effect size computed by the statistical power analysis ([@B7]). The object-based modulation for each task and each participant was calculated as follows. The mean RT across trials (baseline RT) was calculated for each target position in the cross condition where the object-specific advantage was not expected to be observed. Hence, four baseline RTs for individual target positions were obtained. On the other hand, in the rectangle condition, the mean RT across trials was calculated for each target position separately for the cases in which the target appeared within an attended rectangle or within an unattended one. Next, the corrected RTs for individual target positions were calculated by subtracting the baseline RTs from the mean RTs in the rectangle condition so as to eliminate the participant-specific preference for target positions ([@B5]), and averaged across target positions separately when the target was within the attended rectangle and within the unattended rectangle. Consequently, two averaged values were obtained for each task and each participant. These averaged values are called the object-based modulation.

The effect of object-specific advantage on selection accuracy was calculated in a similar manner. Accuracy, instead of the mean RT, for each target position and each condition was calculated. Corrected accuracies that were obtained by subtracting the baseline accuracies in the cross conditions from the accuracies in the rectangle condition were averaged across target positions separately when the target was within an attended rectangle and within an unattended rectangle. These two averaged values are regarded as the object-based modulation on accuracy.

In addition, we evaluated the object-based modulation using RTs (or accuracies) normalized within each task as percent changes from the baseline RTs (or the baseline accuracies). The percent changes were calculated by dividing the mean RTs (or accuracies) for individual target positions by the baseline RTs (or the baseline accuracies), and averaged over target positions separately for the cases in which the target appeared within an attended or unattended rectangle.

RESULTS
-------

We analyzed the data obtained from 12 participants performing the parallel search task and 10 participants performing the serial search task (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The mean RT and the accuracy in each task are shown in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**. The mean RT acquired in the parallel search task (408 ms) was significantly faster than that acquired in the serial search task (756 ms; two-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.0001). The accuracy in the parallel search task (0.997) was significantly higher than that in the serial search task (0.919; two-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.0001). These results indicate that the search efficiency in the serial search task was lower than that in the parallel search task, consistent with previous studies ([@B39]; [@B42]; [@B4], [@B5]).

![**Mean RTs (A) and accuracy (B) in parallel and serial search tasks**. Error bars represent SEM.](fnhum-08-00090-g002){#F2}

OBJECT-SPECIFIC ATTENTIONAL ADVANTAGE IN TWO TASKS
--------------------------------------------------

To assess the object-specific attentional advantage in each task, we compared object-based modulations in search performance between the cases in which the target was presented within attended and unattended objects (see Materials and Methods). The object-based modulation of RT in each task is shown in **Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**. In the serial search task, the modulated RT to the target within an attended rectangle (mean = --1.25 ms) was shorter than the modulated RT to the target within an unattended rectangle (8.79 ms; paired *t*-test, *p* = 0.029, Cohen's *d* = 0.82). In contrast, in the parallel search task, the difference between the modulated RTs was not significant (attended rectangle, 0.43 ms; unattended rectangle, 1.55 ms; *p* = 0.56, Cohen's *d* = 0.18). Thus, these results suggest that the object-specific attentional advantage shortens the RT to the target within an attended rectangle relative to the RT to the target within an unattended rectangle only in the serial search task but not in the parallel search task.

![**Differential effects of object-specific attentional advantage between parallel and serial search tasks. (A,B)** Object-based modulation of RT **(A)** and accuracy **(B)** in each pair of tasks (parallel and serial search) and target positions (attended: within an attended rectangle; unattended: within an unattended rectangle). Values reflect behavioral changes that arose from attention to rectangles. **(C,D)** Percent changes in RT **(C)** and accuracy **(D)** relative to the cross condition in each task. Gray-filled plots connected by thin lines represent each participant's data. Open circles represent averaged values across participants. Error bars represent SEM.](fnhum-08-00090-g003){#F3}

The object-based modulation of accuracy in each task is shown in **Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**. Unlike the results for RT, the difference between modulated accuracies when the target appeared within an attended or unattended object was not significant in both tasks (serial search task, *p* = 0.57, Cohen's *d* = 0.18; parallel search task, *p* = 0.80, Cohen's *d* = 0.08). Together, these results suggest that the object-specific attentional advantage facilitates the RT but not the accuracy in the serial search task.

However, one might argue that because the RTs and accuracies were significantly different between two tasks (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**), it would be inappropriate to compare the object-based modulation in the raw RTs or accuracies between the tasks. To address this problem, we also evaluated the object-based modulation using RTs or accuracies normalized within each task as percent changes from the baseline RTs or accuracies (i.e., the mean RTs or the accuracies under the cross condition; see Materials and Methods). Consistent with the results described above, the difference between the modulated RTs was observed only in the serial search task (*p* = 0.035, Cohen's *d* = 0.78) but not in the parallel search task (*p* = 0.53, Cohen's *d* = 0.19; **Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**), and the difference between the modulated accuracies was not significant in both tasks (serial search task, *p* = 0.62, Cohen's *d* = 0.16; parallel search task, *p* = 0.80, Cohen's *d* = 0.07; **Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**).

In addition, our data revealed that the inter-individual variability in object-based modulations changed across the parallel and serial search tasks. The variance of object-based modulations in RTs across participants was larger in the serial search task than in the parallel search task (**Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**; SD = 23.0 and 4.3 ms, respectively; *F*-test, *p* \< 0.0001). Consistent results were observed for the object-based modulations in accuracies (SD = 0.041 and 0.007 for serial and parallel search, respectively), for the percent change in RTs (3.0% and 1.2%), and for the percent change in accuracies (4.58 and 0.68%; **Figures [3B--D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**; *p* \< 0.005).

FLOOR EFFECT ON REACTION TIME
-----------------------------

We failed to observe the object-specific attentional advantage of RT in the parallel search task in contrast to that in the serial search task (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). However, one might argue that no advantage of RT in the parallel search task was due to a "floor effect": the baseline RT in the cross condition of the parallel search task (see Materials and Methods) might reach the lower bound of possible response speed for the participants, and the attentional facilitation of the RT when the target appeared within an attended object could not be elicited. If this were the case, the shorter RTs among the RT distribution for each participant would not be more shortened even when the object-specific attentional advantage did yield. However, it would be possible that the longer RTs among the RT distribution were still affected by the object-specific attentional advantage.

To examine this, we separated the trials in the parallel task into two numerically matched subsets for each target location (top, bottom, left, and right), each object configuration (attended and unattended objects) and each participant according to RT (longer and shorter). The mean RTs across participants were 440 and 374 ms for the longer- and shorter-RT subsets, respectively. We then evaluated the object-based modulation of RT in the parallel search task separately for the RT subsets (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). The object-based modulation did not significantly differ between when the target appeared within attended and unattended objects, not only using the shorter-RT subsets (paired *t*-test, *p* = 0.46) but also using the longer-RT subsets (*p* = 0.21). Thus, the absence of the object-specific attentional modulation in the parallel search task is unlikely to be accounted for by the floor effect.

![**Object-based modulation of RT in the parallel search task, obtained separately from longer- and shorter-RT trials**. The same conventions are used as in **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**.](fnhum-08-00090-g004){#F4}

DISCUSSION
==========

In this study, to explore the effects of object-based attention and to distinguish attentional spreading and prioritization effects, we developed behavioral tasks by combining the visual search paradigm differentiating parallel and serial search ([@B4], [@B5]) with a variant of the well-established two-rectangle paradigm ([@B33]). Our results revealed that the object-specific advantage was given to the RT in the visual search task inducing serial search but not to that inducing parallel search. This is consistent with the attentional prioritization accounts ([@B2]; [@B33], [@B34]). Therefore, our findings provide evidence to support that the object-specific attentional advantage can be explained by attentional prioritization but not attentional spreading.

The absence of the object-specific attentional advantage on the RTs during the parallel search task could not be due to the much shorter RTs in this task (mean = 408 ms) than those in the serial search task (756 ms; **Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The object-specific advantage on RTs was not observed, even when the RTs were normalized as percent changes (**Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) or divided into longer- and shorter-RT groups so as to rule out the possibility of the floor effect (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Indeed, previous studies have reported the presence of the object-specific advantage when the RTs during their tasks were shorter than the RTs we observed during the parallel search task (e.g., \<370 ms in [@B10]; \<390 ms in [@B2]; \<290 ms in [@B22]). Thus, it seems unlikely that there is too little power to detect the object-specific attentional advantage on RTs during the parallel search task.

Although our result also showed that the object-specific advantage is not given to accuracy of target selection in serial search as well as in parallel search (**Figures [3B,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**), this is consistent with our conclusion. If spatial attention spread within an attended rectangle, an enhanced sensory signal for target stimuli within the rectangle should improve not only RT but also accuracy of target selection. Therefore, the result further supports the absence of attentional spreading within an attended rectangle. In addition, even though the high attentional priority within an attended rectangle affects the order of attentional shifts during serial search, it does not improve sensory sensitivity *per se* and thereby should have no or little effect on accuracy of target selection in contrast to RTs. Hence, the result is also consistent with the prediction from the attentional prioritization account. Nonetheless, there might be a possibility that the change of accuracy by an attentional effect was not evident because of the easiness of the serial search task. However, the RT and accuracy in the serial search task (mean value, 756 ms and 0.919) were sufficiently slower and lower relative to those in the parallel search task (408 ms and 0.997), respectively (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Thus, the result is unlikely to be an artifact due to task difficulty.

Recently, [@B20] provided evidence that space-based and object-based attention is differentially affected by reward. Using the two-rectangle paradigm with reward manipulation, they obtained behavioral and neuroimaging results that space-based attentional allocation was additively modulated by reward bias whereas object-specific attentional advantage was exclusively abandoned by reward bias. Thus, their results imply that object-specific advantage affects a top-down, spatially attentional allocation that is completely replaced with reward-based selection, consistent with our conclusion. In the future, it will be of interest to investigate how the object-specific advantage in serial and parallel search is changed by manipulating reward.

Several studies, however, provided evidence to support the attentional spreading account ([@B6]; [@B29]). [@B6] applied a variant of the two-rectangle paradigm in which participants were required to report whether two target letters (T or L) at the ends of rectangles were the same or different. In their task, because a spatial cue indicated the possible target locations but always valid, there was likely no need to search for the targets. Their results, however, revealed that the RT was longer when the target letters appeared in an identical object than when they appeared in different objects. [@B29] applied a variant of Eriksen's flanker task ([@B11]). In their task, the targets and flankers were presented as a circular or rectangular bite which was a part of a connected object or separated multiple objects. Because the locations of the targets and flankers were fixed throughout the experiment, attentional shifts were unlikely to be required. Their results, however, showed that the RT was prolonged when the target and flankers were presented within one connected object compared with when they were presented in separated objects. The findings in these two studies suggest that the objected-specific attentional advantage occurs even when attentional shifts are absent, consistent with the attentional spreading account rather than the attentional prioritization account.

However, the experimental paradigms in these two studies cannot necessarily exclude the effect of attentional shifts during target search for the following two reasons. First, spatial attention is involuntarily captured by stimuli with highly salient properties, despite being irrelevant to the current goals ([@B43]). Accordingly, even though the cue and/or certainty of target locations restrict attentional shifts, an attentional focus can be automatically captured by the appearance of target and flanker stimuli, raising the possibility that unexpected attentional shifts may be elicited during search. Second, the processing of target stimuli invoked by their experimental paradigms can be under the control of top-down spatial attention as well as bottom-up spatial attention, because a comparison or discrimination process is required in their paradigms: the comparison of letters (T or L; [@B6]) or the discrimination between circular and rectangular bites ([@B29]). Hence, the attentional selection of the targets may not be perfectly parallel. In contrast to these paradigms, because the pop-out stimulus in our parallel search task is relevant to the task goal (i.e., target) and, at the same time, can capture spatial attention, no attentional shift is explicitly elicited. Thus, the finding that the object-specific advantage was not found in the parallel search task (**Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) suggests that sensory enhancement caused by attentional spreading is unlikely to occur.

Recent studies have reported that object-based representation also enhances the binding of different features within an object even when either of them is task-irrelevant, suggesting that the object-based enhancement of feature binding is automatically operated via attentional spreading across cortical regions that process features within the object ([@B12]; [@B36]; [@B35]). This indicates that object-based attention interacts with feature-based attention in a bottom-up manner. In contrast, our findings indicate that object-based attention interacts with spatial attention in a top-down manner. One possible reason for this dissociation is that spatial information and object/feature information are processed via distinct visual pathways (dorsal and ventral pathways, respectively) in the cortical system ([@B40]; [@B15]). Feature information may be integrated with object information via a bottom-up process in the ventral pathway of visual stream, whereas spatial information may be integrated with object information via a top-down process in cortical areas in which the dorsal and ventral stream converges, such as the lateral prefrontal cortex ([@B30]; [@B26]).

Our results revealed that the inter-individual variability in the object-based modulation of RT and accuracy was larger in the serial search task than in the parallel search task (**Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) even when the RT and accuracy were normalized within each task as the percent change (**Figures [3C,D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). We speculate that the stronger variability in the serial search task may be caused by the inter-individual difference in the resistance against task-irrelevant information ([@B16]; [@B13], [@B14]; [@B19]; [@B18]). Because the overlapping rectangles in the rectangle condition of our task had more complex structure than the single cross in the cross condition (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), the participants presumably perceived more visual information in the overlapping rectangles (e.g., multiple segmented rectangles, gaps, depth perception, etc.) even though this information would not distract the object representation of an attended rectangle. Therefore, the participants would be required to suppress this task-irrelevant information to complete visual search efficiently. Such suppression to distracting information involves the lateral prefrontal cortex ([@B21]; [@B38]), which is also responsible for top-down attentional allocation ([@B8]; [@B4]; [@B3]; [@B37]). Hence, for the participants with weak resistance against distracting information, their cognitive resources in the lateral prefrontal cortex might be allocated more to the suppression of distracting information and less to spatially attentional control, or vice versa, even though the attentional priority assigned to individual stimuli would not be changed. This might lead to the inter-individual variability of the object-based modulation (i.e., the difference of RT or accuracy between the rectangle and cross conditions) in the serial search task. In contrast, in the parallel search task, the bottom-up attentional selection achieved by the function of other cortical areas, such as the posterior parietal cortex ([@B8]; [@B4]), may be less associated with the suppression of distracting information ([@B38]), and show the small variability in the object-based modulation of RT and accuracy across participants.
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